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To all whom it may concern: , - 

Be it known that I, ELMER A. SPERRY, a citi 
zen of the United States, residing at Cleveland, 
.in the county of Cuyahoga and State of Ohio, 

5 have invented a certain new and useful Im 
provement in Electric —Railway Systems, of 
which the following is a speci?cation. 
My invention relates to electric-railway 

systems, and has for its object to provide a 
.I0 new and improved system and construction of ' 

this description. v 
My invention 1s lllustrated 1n the accom~ 

panying drawings, wherein“ 
Figure 1 is a view of a car or locomotive in ' 

I5 fpart section, showing one form of driving 
mechanism. Fig. 2 is a plan view with parts 
omitted, showing ‘a locomotive and trailers 

Y hauled .thereby. Figs. 3 and ‘fare plan views 
with parts omitted, showing details of the 

zotruck-wheels and connections between the 
cars, Fig. 5 is a view showing the relation 
of sprocket-teeth engagement of rack with 
axles. Figs. 6, 7, and 8 show different forms 
of sections of the racks. Fig; 9 is a view 

2 5 .showing a side elevation of the rack in the 
form of a casting. Fig. 10 is a view of a 
standard section for the straight rack. ' Fig. 
11 is a view of a standard section for a curved 
rack. Fig. 12 is a longitudinal section show 

30 . ing joint. Fig. 13 is a view showing a gap in 
.the rack. Fig. 14: is a View showing a frog 
and its connections. ._ ' - 

I Like letters refer to like parts throughout 
the several figures. _ ' I ‘ 

35 My invention more particularly relates to 
that class wherein a third rail is employed to 
connect the locomotive or car with the electric 
generator, such rail being used, as a traction 
rack or rail cooperating with a driving mech 

40 anism on the locomotive for the purpose of 
‘ propelling the car or locomotive by positive 
engagement. 
has been proposed to maintain the alinement 
by use of the ?ange-wheels resting upon the 

45 track. In the present invention I am enabled 
to maintain the alinement of the truck or wheel 

. frame in whole or in part by the use of a con 
struction comprising two or more positive en 

In a locomotive of this class it‘ 

gaging devices, such as sprockets, cooperat 
ing with a rack, such sprockets at a distance 50 
from each other, the rack and sprockets being 
provided. with side- bearing arrangements , 
whereby any side strainsand side thrusts are 
taken in part or in whole on the ‘rack as 
counterdistinguished from the track-rail or 55 
rails through theengagement of the ordinary, 
?anged wheels. When the traction is provided 
for independent of adhesion between the wheel 
and track-rails, the locomotive should be and is 
as light as possible and is inadequate to hold the 60 
locomotive through the ordinaryp'flangeen-w 
gagernent against any large amount of ‘side 
pull, especially where the rack is located at one 
side of the center or outv of line with the gen 
eral draft system employed "on the road and 65 
used with the locomotive. When tlielij‘ack is ._ r~ 
at the side, as shown in the drawings," ' ’ 
tends to .twist or “slew” ‘ l j _ 

if drawing heavy loads. A locomotive ofstheis 
nature may be made to develop a drayvzibbar 70 
pull of one hundred and twenty-?ve per I _ 
of its total Weight, and it will be at once‘seen ' 
that a ?ange operating simply by friction is 
insigni?cant as compared to the other forces 
present, and it has been found that it is much 75 
better to depend in;the main for the alinement 
on the parts themselves which produce the 
strains and where the engaging faces may be 
vertical and where their surfaces may receive 
power or enforced engagement. _VVith a ?ar- 80 
ing ?ange it is known that the action is only 
incidental and in no way positive. 
Inthe present invention I am enabled to 

overcome the evil effect of the twisting tend 
ency of the locomotive While in action in- two 85 ‘ 
ways??rst, as above pointed out, by maintain 
ing its alinement by means of engagement 
with the rack, and, second, by counteracting 
or neutralizing the twisting tendency itself. 
By reference to Figs. 2 and 3 it will be seen, 90 

considering the locomotive by itself, ' that 
when this machine is driven in the direction 
of the arrow by the sprockets which are out 
of center the lower side (in the drawings) of 
the machine tends to get ahead'of the upper 95 
side, givingv a clockwise-twisting tendency to 
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the locomotive as a whole. “Then the loco 
motive is used to haul or push cars, this 
tendency is increased as the power exerted 
increases, and I- have discovered that this 
tendency may be counterbalanced and prac 
tically neutralized by the angle at which the 
power is delivered to the trailer or trailers. 
I have also found that this angle should vary 
with the power transmitted; but as the twist 
ing strain is negligible atlow powers the maxi 
mum or average upgrade load may be em 
ployed as the governing factor. 

In Figs. 2, 3, and 4 l have shown several 
arrangements of the draw-bar or connecting 
link. The one shown in full lines, Fig. 2, at 
A is the preferred form as to angle. By this 
arrangement the clockwise tendency to twist 
on the part of the locomotive is neutralized 
by the draft, the angle of which is so adjust 
ed as to exert about an equal anticlockwise 
twisting effect upon the locomotive. it will 
be further seen that this equalizing resultant 
occurs in pushing as well as in pulling, and it 
will be seen that for the best results the draw 
bar or appliance should have some length. 
The adjusting feature in the two forms 

shown in the drawings allows of asingle form 
of locomotive satisfying widely~varying con 
ditions of grade and load. This obviates the 
necessity of providing a separate machine for 
each locality, as the angle which it is prefer 
able to give the draw-bar or the particular 
hole in the draw-head which it is best to em 
ploy for smooth running under any particu 
lar condition of load and grade is readily as 
certained and the parts adjusted accordingly. 

In Fig. 2 I illustrate a draw-bar A and also 
the possible position of another in dotted 
lines at C of about equal angle, the one in 
dotted lines ~much longer than the other. In 
Fig. 4 an elastic medium consisting of the or 
dinary springs A’ A’ in a two-part draw-bar 
is employed to give smooth running to the 
trailers where the power emanates from the 
step-by-step action of‘ a coarse gear or 
sprocket-teeth engaging the rack. 

It will at once be seen that where the aline 
ment of the system is to be maintained in 
whole or in-part through the engagement with 
the rack D ?anking faces D’ on the rack-teeth 

‘ should be presented, so as to a?lord a side 
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bearing to the gear or sprocket teeth. (See 
Figs. 6 to 11.) This can be either provided 
on the depressed portions of the rack-teeth 
or by perforations extending througha plate 
like rack. 
Owing to the necessary gaps or openings in 

the rack at crossings and the like, (shown in 
Fig. 13,) the truck is at times with but one en 
gaging sprocket, and the lateral support at such 
times may fall wholly upon the thrust-bear 
ing faces which are provided between the 
truck — frame and the car- wheels, between 
which a predetermined amount of lost mo 
tion is provided, any part of which can be 
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taken up by the springs E, (shown in Fig. 3,) 
through the action of which the truck under 
normal conditions is centered. 
Where two sprockets are employed as one 

of the means of alinement of the truck, the 
?anking-faces .l)’ of the rack are spread out 
on the curved track and are then wider apart 
(see Fig. 11) as compared with their standard 
width, as shown, for example, in Fig. It). 
To avoid twisting, the rack-sections are very 

securely joined, so as to be rigid against lat 
eral bendingmovement, Fig. 12. At the gaps 
in the rack special ?aring rack end pieces F 
are provided, having ?anking-faces which are 
tapering from wide at the end to the standard 
or “ curved ” width, where it joins the rack 
proper. (See Fig. 13.) The section of this 
end piece can be seen in Fig. 7, showing also 
the raised lips. The frog-pieces for the rack 
are also of peculiar structure, the teeth or 
perforations being wide in the middle and ta 
pering toward the ends, the straight arm I)2 
tapering to the standard width, while the other 
arm, 1)“, comes down to the ‘‘ curve” width. 
(.Illustrated in Fig. 1st.) 
The ?anking-faces of the common or center 

teeth (7 {/ _(/ (see Fig. let) of the frog-pieces are at 
an angle to each other, and the working faces 
or engaging faces for pulling are also at an an 
gle to each other on each longitudinal face to 
provide for better bearing-surfaces. 
The tapering at the stem of the Y is pref 

erably more gradual than the other two arms. 
The joint F between the rack-sections is pref 
erably at or near the middle of a depression 
or perforation, (see Fig. 12,) whereby a solid 
pulling mass is found between each perfora 
tion, and at the same time the ?anking-faces 
are present and sufliciently perfect to perform 
their function. 
The draw-bar or connecting piece or link 

may be of any suitable form, preferably sup 
plying within itself or between the sprockets 
and a trailer a resilient medium (shown in Fig. 
4) and for the purpose hereinbefore pointed 
out. The preferred form, however, consists 
of the comparatively short draw-bar or con 
meeting-piece, provided with means for adjust 
ing its angle. Any means for adjusting this 
angle may be employed; but I prefer to use 
the simple device of the adjustable piece (i‘r, 
actuated by the screw Gr’ through handle G“, 
(see Fig. 2,) or a plurality of points of attach 
ment consisting of the “ staggered” holes (i 
in the draw-head, (see Fig. 3,) preferably lo 
cated in the region between the rack and the 
center of the track. 
The rack is placed at one side of the center 

of the track for the purpose of providing a 
path for men and animals. Especially is this 
necessary where the track is used as an entry 
or highway, which is almost universally the 
case in mining operations. 
The angle of the draw-bar or connecting 

piece or its point of attachment may be varied 
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to suit the special requirement. This position 
should be such that under all conditions the 
strain or average strains delivered‘ to the 
draw-bar of the locomotive‘ is such as to coun-g 
terbalance the twisting effect of the out-of 
center traction mechanism to the best effect 
while running. .. a ' 

That the rack may do its part ‘of the work 
of centering and holding the truck it is de 
sirable that the revolving sprocket should be 
provided with thrust-bearings, as between 
the sprocket and the truck or their connected 

' parts,_as shown, for example, at H, Fig. 3. 
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"The lateral working faces of the sprocket 
‘teeth are clearly shown in Figs. 7 and 8. _ 

- I ?nd that working, especially under heavy 
loads, is accomplished much smoother if the 
gears of the sprocket centers are not an even 
pitch multiple apart. An odd multiple of one 
‘half the pitch is found preferable for this pur 
pose. This is illustrated in Fig. 5. _ 
In the case of the locomotive the vertical 

arrows illustrate the twisting tendency when 
the locomotive isv propelled in the direction‘ 

In the ?rst place, ‘ of the horizontal arrow. 
supposing the draw-bar or connecting-plece 
‘to be in line with the driving-sprockets and 
to project directlyto the rear, as indicated in 
dotted lines by draw-bar O,Fig. 2, the strains, 
in this instance would fall directly in line with 
the‘draft-produ‘cingi sprockets, and no twist 
ing effect would result from the action of the 
draw-bar. Here we ?nd a case where an out 
of-center draft system may be so coupled to 
‘its trailers or working load that no twisting 
tendency of consequence is present,_and byv 

' altering the angle slightly thetri?ing amount 
of twisting effect remaining can be entirely 
neutralized. If this draw-barG should be 
anchored to the ?rst car and projected back 
‘to the draw-head of. the second car at an an 
‘gle,'as shown at C’, the side thrust would be 
taken by the ?rst car in the direction of its 
arrow. Again, if a long draw-bar O2~ were 
employed extending to the draw-head of they 
second car at an angle, as shown, a twisting 
tendency would be developed on the loco 
'motive, but in the opposite direction to that: 
developed by the sprockets, which it would‘ 
tend in a measure to balance, and there‘ 
would be no side strain on the ?rst car. If, 
however, we shift the point ofcontact with 

I ' the ?rst car to an intermediate point between 

55 
' draw-bars C and C2, as indicated‘ by the draw 
bars 03 and 0*, there would still be a slight 
side action on the ?rst car in the line of its 
arrow and also a slight twisting tendency on‘ 

‘ the locomotive. :Again, 1f we use the regu 
lar draw-bar, as shown in full lines, between‘ 
:thelocomotive and the ?rst car and join it to 
a locomotive draw-head which is capable of 

‘ adjustmenttransversely, as by the screw and 
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crank, as shown, it will at once be seen that 
any desired angle may be impartedto the 
draw-bar, which thus may be utilized to coun-' ' 

teract to a nicety the twisting GiIGCt of the 
out-of-center-draft system when working in 
conjunction with a center-draft system of 
trailers or working load. 7 

' I have illustrated in detaila particular con 70 
struc‘tion embodying invention; but it is - 
of course evident‘ that'this construction may‘ 
be greatly varied and that some of the parts 
may be omitted and others used with parts 
not here shown without departing from the 
spirit of my invention. ' 
By means of this invention the operation of _ 

electric-railway systems, particularly in such 
places as mines and tunnels, ‘and especially 
where grades exist, is'very greatly simpli?ed 
and made much cheaper and more e?icient and 
satisfactory andv permits the adaptation to cir 
cumstances and conditions not commercially 
possible in the ordinary electric-railway sys 
tem. The arrangementof the draft mechan 
ism, the rack-engaging devices, andthe special 
features of the rack, including frogs,‘ cross~ 
overs, &_c., herein illustrated permits of an 
ef?cient and reliable operation of an electric 
railway under economic conditions and in 
sures certainty and e?iciency of action wholly 
absent ‘in the ordinary electric-railway sys 
tems. " ‘ ' ' 

1 claim“ ~ ‘ 

1. In an electric-railway system, a road-bed 
consisting of sleepers and a two-rail track,- a 
traction-rack located to one side of the center 
of the road-bed, a car-truck having wheels 
resting upon the rails, a plurality of ‘sprock 
ets or drive-gears engaging the rack for pro 
pelling the car and means located between two 
of such sprockets and the truck for‘prevent~ 
ing lateral movement between the truck and 
sprocket. . _ ' ' - _ 

2'. In an electric-railway system, a road-bed, 
consisting of sleepers and a two-rail track, a 
traction-rack located to one side of the center 
of the road-bed, the rack provided with ‘means 
for lateral support of the sprockets, a car 
truck having Wheels resting ‘upon the rails,'a 
plurality of sprockets or drive-gears engag 
ingthe rack for propelling the car, and means 
located bet ween two of such sprockets and the 
truck for preventing lateral movement be 
tween the truck and sprocket for the purpose 
speci?ed. ‘ ' l > 

3. In an electric-railway system,'a road-bed, ,' 
consisting of sleepers and a two-rail track, ‘a 
traction-rack located to one side of the center 
of the road-bed, the rack provided with teeth 
or equivalent projections, the said teeth pro 
vided with lateral ?anks or faces, a car-truck 
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having wheels resting upon the rails, a plu- - 
rality of sprockets or drive-gears engaging 
the rack for propelling the car and means lo 
catedbetween two of such sprockets and the ' 
truck for preventing lateral movement be 

~ tween the truck and sprocket for the purpose 
speci?ed. . 

4. In an electric-railway system,'a road-‘bed I30 
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consisting of sleepers and a two-rail track, a 
traction-rack located to one side of the center 
of the road-bed, the rack provided with teeth 
or equivalent projections, the said teeth pro 
vided with lateral ?anks or faces on each side 
of the depressed portion of such teeth, a car 
truck having wheels resting upon the rails, a 
plurality of sprockets or drive-gears engag 
ing the rack for propelling the car, and means 
located between two of such sprockets and the 
truck for preventing lateral movement be 
tween the truck and sprocket for the purpose 
speci?ed. 

5. In an electric-railway system, a road~bed, 
consisting of sleepers and a two-rail track, a 
traction-rack located to one side of the center 
of the road-bed, said rack consisting of metal 
sections, perforated with rectangular holes 
having straight side faces, a car-truck having 
wheels resting upon the rails, a plurality of 
sprockets or drive-gears engaging the rack 
for propelling the car, and means located be 
tween two of such sprockets and the truck for 
preventing lateral movement between the 
truck and sprocket for the purpose speci?ed. 

6. In an electric-railway system, a road-bed, 
consisting of sleepers and a two-rail track, a 
traction-rack, located to one side of the center 
of the road-bed, said rack consisting of metal 
sections, perforated with rectangular holes 
having straight side faces, parallel to the road 
bed and in vertical plane, a car-truck having 
wheels resting upon the rails a plurality of 
sprockets or drive-gears engaging the rack 
for propelling the car and means located be 
tween two of such sprockets and the truck for 
preventing lateral movement between the 
truck and sprocket. 

7 . In an electric-railway system, a road-bed 
having track-rails, a traction-rack, a car-truck 
having wheels resting upon the rails, a sprocket 
or drive-gear mounted upon the truck and en 
gaging the rack for propelling the car, and 
means for preventing lateral movement of the 
propelling-gear relative to the car-truck, for 
the purpose set forth. 

8. In an electric-railway system, a road-bed 
having track-rails, a traction-rack, and means 
for securing said traction-rack against lateral 
de?ection, a car-truck having wheels resting 
upon the rails, a sprocket or drive-gear en 
gaging the rack for propellingthe same, a sup 
port for said gear or sprocket, said support 
having bearings at the ends thereof against 
opposite sides of the truck-frame to prevent 
lateral movement of said sprocket or gear 
with reference to the truck-frame, for the pur 
pose set forth. 

9. In an electric-rail way system, a road-bed, 
consisting of sleepers and a two-rail track, a 
traction-rack located at one side of the center 
of the road-bed, a rack provided with means 
for lateral support of the sprockets, a car 
truck having wheels resting upon the rails, a 
plurality of sprockets or drive-gears engag 
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ing the rack for propelling the car, the 
sprockets provided with means for lateral en 
gagement with the rack, and means located 
between two of such sprockets and the truck 
for preventing lateral movement between the 
truck and sprocket for the purpose speci?ed, 
substantially as described. 

10. In an electric-railway system. a road 
bed, consisting of sleepers and a two-rail track, 
a traction-racklocated at one side of the cen 
ter of the road-bed,a rack provided with means 
for lateral support of the sprockets, a car 
truck having wheels resting upon the rails, a 
plurality of sprockets or drive-gears engaging 
the rack for propelling the car, the sprocket 
teeth provided with lateral wearing-faces, and 
means located between two of such sprockets 
and the truck for preventing lateral move» 
ment between the truck and sprocket for the 
purpose speci?ed, substantially as described. 

11. In an electric-railway system, a road 
bed, consisting of sleepers and a two-rail track, 
atraction-rack located at one side of the cen 
ter of the road-bed, the rack provided with 
means for lateral support of the sprockets, a 
car-truck having wheels resting upon the rails, 
a plurality of sprockets or drive-gears en 
gaging the rack for propelling the car, the 
sprocket-teeth provided with lateral tapering 
ends, and means located between two of such 
sprockets and the truck for preventing lat 
eral movement between the truck and sprocket 
for the purpose speci?ed, substantially as de 
scribed. 

12. In an electric-railway system, a road 
bed, consisting of sleepers and a two-rail track, 
a traction-rack located to one side of the cen 
ter of the road-bed, a car-truck having wheels 
resting upon the rails, a plurality of sprockets 
or drive-gears engaging the rack for propel 
ling the car, and lateral running bearings be 
tween the truck and the sprockets for pro 
viding against end thrust, and means located 
between two of such sprockets and the truck 
for preventing lateral movement between the 
truck and sprocket for the purpose specified, 
substantially as described. 

13. In an electric-railway system, a road 
bed, consisting of sleepers and a two-rail track, 
a traction-rack located to one side of the cen 
ter of the road-bed, a car-truck having wheels 
resting upon the rails, a plurality of sprockets 
or drive-gears engaging the rack for propel 
ling the ear, and lateral running bearings be 
tween the truck and each lateral face of the 
sprockets for providing against lateral thrust 
in each direction, and means located between 
two of such sprockets and the truck for pre 
venting lateral movement between the truck 
‘and sprocket for the purpose speci?ed, sub 
stantially as described. 

14. In an electric-railway system, a road 
bed, consisting of sleepers and a two-rail track, 
a traction-rack located at one side of the cen 
ter of the road-bed, a car-truck having wheels 
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resting upon the rails, a sprocket or drive 
gear engaging the rack for propellingthe car, 
and a trailer or trailers hauled by such car 

~ and an elongated device extending to or be 
yond the central region of the car for con 
necting thereto, _ ' > _ 

15. In an‘ electric-railway system, a road 
bed, consisting of sleepers and a two-rail track, 

’ atraction-rack located at one side of the cen 

,resting upon the rails, asprocket or drive-, 
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ter of the road-bed, a car-truck having wheels 

gear engaging the rack for propelling the car 
and a trailer or trailers hauled by such car, a 
coupling for connecting thereto, one end of 
said coupling being located at a point out of 
the vertical plane of the rack and extending 
therefrom toward the center of the road-bed. 

v 16. In an electric-railway system, a road 
bed, consisting of sleepers and a two-rail-track, 
a traction-rack located at one side of the cen 
ter of the road-bed, a car-truck having wheels 
resting upon the rails, a sprocket or drive-gear ' 
engaging the rack for propelling the car, and 
a load hauled by the electric car consisting of 
a train of individual cars, the same being cen 

, trally connected to each other and connected 
to the electric car out of center, substantially 
as described. 

17 . In a traction system, a locomotive hav 
ing ‘a traction device out of the center of the 
locomotive, a draw-bar extending to the load‘ 
or trailer to be hauled, the draw-bar so con 
nected, to the locomotive that the strain ex 
erted therethrough corrects or neutralizes in 
whole or partthe twisting tendency of the 10 
comotive as a whole resulting from the out 
of-center traction device. 

18. In an electric-railway system, a road 
bed, consisting of a two-rail track, a traction-' 
rack, the said ‘rack having gaps or openings 
as speci?ed, a car-truck having wheels rest 
ing upon the rails, a plurality of sprockets or 
drive-gears engaging the rack for propelling 

- the car, and a special end piece for the rack 
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at such opening, said end piece being 'of 
greatest width adjacent the gap or opening. 

19. In an electric-railway. system, a road 
bed, consisting of a two-rail track, a traction 
rack, the said rack having gaps or openings 
as specified and provided with teeth or equiva 
lent projections, the teeth‘ provided with lat 
eral ?anks or faces, the said ?anks being wider 
near the openings, a car-truck having Wheels 
resting upon the rails, a plurality of sprockets 
or drive-gears engaging the rack for propel 

' ling the'car, substantially as described. 
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20. In an electric-railway system, a road: 
bed, consisting of a two-rail track, a traction 
rack, the said rack having gaps or openings as 
speci?ed and provided with'teeth or equiva 
lent projections, the teeth provided with lat 
eral ?anks or faces, the said ?anks being wider 
near the openings and contracting as they 
leave such openings to the normal width of the 
rail-?anks, a car-truck having wheels resting 

5 

upon the rails,,a plurality of sprockets or 
drive-gears engaging the rack for propelling 
the car, substantially as described. 

21. In an electric-railway system, a road 
bed, consisting'of a two-rail track, a traction 
rack, the said rack provided with means for 
vlateral support of the sprockets, the said 
means being further separated on curved rack 
than on straight, a car-truck having wheels 
‘resting upon the rails, a plurality of sproc'kr 
ets or drive-gears engaging the rack for pro 
pelling the car, substantially as described. 

22. In an electric-railway system, a road 
bed, consisting of a two-rail track, atraction 
rack, the said rack provided with teeth, or 
equivalent projections, the said teeth provided 
with lateral ‘?anks or faces, the said ?anks or 
faces being closer together in the straight por 
tion of the rack than in the curved portions, 
a car-truck having wheels resting upon the 
rails, a plurality of sprockets or drive-gears 
engaging the rack for propelling the car, sub 
stantially as described; ' 

28. In an electric-railway system, a road 
bed, consisting of a two-rail track, a traction 
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' rack, the rack provided with teeth or equavaiwa ‘ 
' lent projections, the said teeth provided with 
lateral ?anks or faces, a Y-shaped frog-piece , 
for the rack provided with perforations, ?ank 
ing faces forthe perforations widely sepa 
rated in the middle and narrower at the ends 
of frog-piece, a car-truck having wheels rest 
ing upon the rails, a plurality of sprockets or 
‘drive-gears engaging the rack for propelling 
the car. ' ' 

24:. In an electric-railway system, a road 
. bed, consisting of a two-rail track, a traction 
> rack, the rack provided with teeth or equiva 
lent projections, the said teeth provided with“ 
lateral ?anks or faces, a Y'-shaped frog-piece 

, for the rack provided with perforations, flank 
ing faces for the perforations widely sepa 
rated in the middle and tapering narrower to 
ward the ends, a car-truck having wheels rest- , 
ing upon the rails, a plurality of sprockets or. 
‘drive-gears engaging the ‘rack for propelling 
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the car, substantially as described. < , 
25. In an electric-railway system, a road; 

bed, consisting of a two-rail track, a traction 
rack, the rack provided with‘teeth or equiva 
lent projections, the said teeth provided with 
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lateral ?anks or faces, a Y-shaped frog-piece. 
for the rack provided with perforations, ?ank; 
ing faces for the perforations widely separated 
in the middle‘ and tapering narrower to stand 
ard width on the straight arm, a car-truck 
having wheels resting upon the rails, a plu 
rality of sprockets or drive~gearsengaging the 
rack for propelling the car, substantially as 
described. 

26. In an electric-railW?y system, a road 
bed, consisting of a two-rail track, a traction 
rack, the rack provided with teeth or equiva 
lent projections, the said teeth provided with 
lateral ?anks or faces, a Y-shaped frog-piece 
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for the rack provided with perforations, ?ank 
ing faces for the perforations widely separated 
in the middle and tapering narrower to wider 
than standard width on the curved arm, a car 
truck having wheels resting upon the rails, a 
plurality of sprockets or drive-gears engaging 
the rack for propelling the car, substantially 
as described. _\ 

27. In an electric-railway system, a roade 
bed, consisting of a two-rail track, a traction 
rack, the rack provided with teeth or equiva 
lent projections, the said teeth provided with 
lateral ?anks or faces, a Y-shaped frog-piece 
for the rack provided with perforations, ?ank 
ing faces for the perforations widely separated 
in the middle and tapering narrower by more 
rapid gradations on the curved arm than on 
the stem of the Y, a car-truck having wheels 
resting upon the rails, a plurality of sprock 
ets or drive-gears engaging the rack for pro 
pelling the car, substantially as described. 

28. In an electric-railway system, a road 
bed, consisting of a two-rail track, a traction 
rack, the rack consisting of perforated sec 
tipn_s,--the joints between the sections occur 
ring in a perforation, a ear-truck having 
wheels resting upon the rails, a plurality of 
sprockets or drive-gears engaging the rack 
for propelling the ear, substantially as de 
scribed. 

29. In an electric-railway system a road 
bed, consisting of a two-rail track, a traction 
rack, a ear~truck having wheels resting upon 
the rails, a plurality of toothed sprockets or 
drive-gears engaging the rack for propelling 
the car the distance longitudinally between 
the sprocket centers being a fractional mul~ 
tiple of the gear-pitch. 

30. In an electric-railway system, a road 
bed, consisting of a two-rail track, a traction 
rack, the rack provided with teeth or equiva 
lent projections, the said teeth provided with 
lateral ?anks or faces, the said rack also con 
sisting of perforated sections, the joints be 
tween sections occurring in a perforation and 
?anking faces for the perforations at the 
joints, a car-truck having wheels resting upon 
the rails, a plurality of sprockets or drive 
gears engaging the rack for propelling the 
ear, substantially as described. 

31. In an electric-railway system, a road 
bed, consisting of a two-rail track, a traction 
rack, the rack provided with teeth or equiva 
lent projections, the said teeth provided with 
lateral ?anks or faces, the three-arm frog 
piece for the rack intersections with perfora 
tions at the center having ?anking faces out 
of the parallel, a car — truck having wheels 
resting upon the rails, a plurality of sprock 
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ets or drive-gears engaging the rack for pro 
pelling the car, substantially as described. 

32. In an electric-railway system a road 
bed consisting of a two-rail track, a traction 
rack, a three-armed frog-j'nece for the rack 
intersections, perforations at the center hav 
ing two bearing-faces for the sprocket and at 
an angle to each other, said faces occurring 
on the same side of the perforation, a car 
truck having wheels resting upon the rails, a 
plurality of sprockets or drive-gears engag 
ing the rack for propelling the car, substan 
tially as described. 

33. In an electric-railway system a road 
_'bed consisting of a two-rail track, a traction 
rack, athree-armed frog-piece for the rack in 
tersection carrying perforations for joining 
three portions of rack consisting of an inte 
gral piece, a car-truck having wheels resting 
upon the rails, a plurality of sprockets or 
drive-gears engaging the rack for propelling 
the car, substantially as described. 

3a. In an electric-railway system a road 
bed consisting of a two-rail track, a traction 
rack, the rack provided with teeth or equiva 
lent projections, the said teeth provided with 
lateral ?anks or faces, a three-armed frog 
pieee for the rack intersections provided with 
perforations having ?anking- pieces raised 
above the general level of the rack, a car— 
truck having wheels resting upon the rails, a 
plurality of sprockets or drive-gears engag 
ing the rack for propelling the car, substan 
tially as described. 

In an electric-railway system a road 
bed consisting of a two-rail track, a traction 
rack, a car-truck having wheels resting upon 
the rails, a plurality of sprockets or drive 
gears engaging the rack for propelling the 
car the distance longitiulinally between the 
sprocket centers being an odd multiple of 
one-half the gear—pitch, substantially as de 
scribed. 

36. In a traction system the combination of 
a motor-ear and a trailer, a driving mechan 
ism on the motor-car at one side of the center 
thereof and means for counteracting the twist 
due to the side displacement of the driving 
mechanism. 

37. The combination with a motor-car and 
a trailer of a stationary rack located at one 
side of the center of the motor-car and a driv 
ing connection between the motor-ca r and the 
rack and means for counteracting the lateral 
twist produced by the driving mechanism. 

ELMER A. SPERRY. 
Witnesses: 

J osErH C. SHEEHY, 
\VM. E. New. 
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